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¡Welcome!

We greatly appreciate that you have decided to use our application.

Although its use is quite intuitive, as you will see, we have prepared this short
User Manual so that you can see the scope of it in its entirety and have a place
to turn when a question arises or you want a quick reference.

Enjoy Motivating us.
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Log in
As you may have already seen, access to Motivarnos is done from the following link:
https://prd.motivarnos.com/

Once you enter the website, you will get our welcome page:

https://prd.motivarnos.com/
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There you should go to the navigation menu in the upper part on your right and click on
"ENTER":
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When you do this, a popup window will open where you must put your access data to the
application (Company, User and Password):

If you don't have an account yet, you can create one by clicking on the link "CREATE YOUR
FREE ACCOUNT":
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You have the additional options of logging in with your TALKDESK account or with your
personal GMAIL account.

If you have any inconvenience to access the application, to create your account or a
question arises that you cannot clarify through this Manual, by clicking on "CONTACT" you
can schedule an appointment to attend you personally:

Finally, the globe icon at the end of the menu allows you to select the language of your
preference (English or Spanish):
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Once you log in…..
Once you enter the application, you will see our home screen (the "Desktop" or dashboard)
and you can tell us graphically "How are you feeling today?"

The Desktop shows a menu in the upper right corner, a Navigation Bar on the left side of the
screen and in the center a general summary showing your avatar, news or information that
your company considers of interest, a summary of your progress and notifications of the
same application.

Let's take a look at each of these parts in detail so that you quickly become familiar with their
proper use.

Menu

As we said, you will find it in the upper right corner:
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In addition to the greeting and your name (which is not in the image, obviously), you have 3
icons: a cogwheel, a bell and your miniature avatar.

By clicking on the cogwheel you access a tab like the following:

If you click on the "Avatar" option, you access its configuration options. Your avatar is 100%
configurable and you can change the color of your skin, eyes, mouth, clothing, nose, hair and
hairstyle, and even add some accessories.

The second option, “How are you feeling today?, Shows the bar graph again so that you can
inform us about your state of mind.

The next two options allow you to choose the language of your preference.

By clicking on the bell you access a notification tab of the application:
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Finally, when you click on the thumbnail of your avatar, you access a tab from which you can
perform two actions: change its configuration options or exit the application (Logout):

Navigation bar

As we said, you will find it on the left edge of your screen.
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We will review in detail what you can do from each of its 10 options.

This is the initial option, the one that leads to the main Panel or Dashboard of the application
that we show on page 6 ("Inside the application") from any other site of the application.

This option takes you to the Quizzes or Tests that have been designed in your application.
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This third option will take you to the page where the Badges that you earn throughout the
different tests will accumulate.

The "+ DELIVER BADGE" button allows assigning the different badges to the different
participants or "players".
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It leads to the Metrics, where you can see details in relation to the different goals or
objectives that have been set individually or as teams.
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It allows you to access the Challenges and their statistics, being able to see the results of
those that you have proposed and those that have been proposed to you.
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This option takes you to the Missions and reports on their results.

The Betting section, where you can challenge other colleagues. You can select the opponent
you want to bet with, view pending bets and the results of bets already played.
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This eighth section takes you to the Tournaments, where you can select the "Tournament of
the month" or any other that has been configured.

Prizes section, where you can see the accumulated earnings, the prizes obtained and a
detailed summary of the origin of each one of them.
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The last section of the application takes you to the Ranking, where you can see your position
in relation to other "players" (teammates and workmates, from other teams), as well as the
details of the achievements in the different sections that we have described before.

In Motivarnos we know that your work and the achievements you can achieve in it are not a
game for you (and neither for us).

That is why we are convinced that through gamification ("the use of game elements and
game design techniques, in contexts that are not games", as defined by Kevin Werbach, a
pioneer in this methodology) it is possible to greatly increase your productivity. and
effectiveness, as well as that of your company.

If any element was overlooked or was not totally clear to you, do not hesitate to contact us
and we will gladly respond to any of your requirements.

The Motivarnos team
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